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USFG welcomes all new members! 

Lionel Bailly - France 

Suleman Bakhet - Sweden 

Carter Beck - MT 

Kenneth Befus - TX 

Susan Berry - NJ 

Dave Bester - NC 

Sarah Brim - PA 

Sean Brooks - FL 

Richard Brown - PA 

Mel Canter - IN 

Angela Carter - MI 

Matthew Castor - FL 

Richard Compton - OH 

Steve Cook - FL 

Carl Davis - TX 

Sergi Davydov - Russia 

Andrea DeLuna - TX 

Richard Finn - NE 

Melody Frideres - IA 

Christopher Geil - TX 

Edwin C. Gessele  - MT 

Paul Hankey - FL     

St. John Hawkes - Australia 

Gary Hirt - TN 

Jamee Hughes - AL 

Michael Kay - Thailand 

Rich Kelly - AZ 

Scott Laborie - PA 

Alston Lundgren, MD - NM 

Michelle Mai - CA 

Kaitlin Martin - PA 

Melonie McCoy - WA     

Marshall McDowell - IA 

Emily Moore - CA 

Dennis Pabich Jr. - IL 

Glenn Parks - TX 

Blair Peterson - TX 

Adam Pollack - PA 

Amarjit Sandhu - England 

Ronnie Saunders - GA 

Jeffery Theesfeld - NM 

Steven Todd - CA 

Shawn Vickers - OR 

Timothy Vieyra - TN     

David Walsh - VA 

John Wilkinson - WA 

Townsend Wolfe - CO 

Frank Woodward - Australia 

Jamie de Zubeldia - AZ 
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Tom Maxwell 

Getting involved with your USFG 

The theme of this newsletter is all about 

getting involved in your USFG.   Part of 

being a member of the USFG is to learn 

and promote the art, skill and teaching of 

faceting. To that extent volunteers are 

needed in many areas. A good start would 

be for all members to complete their 

profile on the new website with at least 

minimal information such as location, 

experience, type of machine(s) used and a 

little about yourself. This would help 

other faceters in the same general area to 

get together and share their knowledge. 

There are many other areas that you can 

contribute such as writing articles and 

others as outlined below. 

The new website is up and running 

smoothly thanks some minor tweaking by 

Sue Lichtenberger and other USFG board 

members. We have added a lot of features 

that require minimal maintenance and to 

that extent we need a volunteer web-

master and assistant Webmaster (s) to 

make minor changes and corrections as 

needed. This would require 8 to 12 hours 

per month, sometimes a little more. If you 

have experience in this field and would 

like to be considered, please send me an 

email with your qualifications. 

The Frolics continue to grow and are 

expanding all over the country. Rennie 

Castelino recently completed the first San 

Francisco Bay Area event and has 

scheduled another one-day event, the 

2016 San Francisco Bay Area Faceters 

Forum to be held Saturday, August 20, 

2016 at the Marriott San Mateo. The 

Franklin Frolic is July 28, 28, and 30 and 

is being managed this year by Ken 

Michalek and Norm Holbert. Larry 

Mattos and Ron Snelling are managing 

the 2017 Tucson Faceters Frolic. In 

Florida, Doug Augsburg is working to 

secure a location and date for an event in 

the Orlando area. See notices elsewhere in 

this newsletter for details on attending 

these exiting events. All of these 

individuals have volunteered their time 

and talent to promote the art, skill and 

teaching of faceting. If you are interested 

in helping with any of these events, 

contact the individuals listed above. 

As part of our non-profit responsibilities 

is to help educate faceters everywhere, 

we will help with up to five hundred 

dollars to hold a Faceting Forum or 

Symposium. Just contact the President of 

the USFG with the date, location and 

curriculum and he will submit this to the 

other officers and Board members for 

approval. We will also advertise your 

event in the newsletter. 

June is here again, and we will be judging 

our Single Stone Competition. We will 

also begin selecting designs for the 2017 

competition. I would like to see more 

entries in these competitions as a lot of 

work goes into setting them up. There are 
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not many places to compete anymore and 

every year there are fewer and fewer 

places that hold competitions. We also 

have a Personal Assessment program 

where you can send in a stone you cut, 

along with the diagram and it will be 

judged according to our judging program. 

We will then send you a comprehensive 

critique of your abilities, and in which 

category we suggest you compete 

(Novice, Pre-Master and so on). For 

Members of the USFG the assessment is 

free, you just pay the postage both ways. 

Non-members will be charged the 18.00 

dollars to become a member in addition to 

the postage both ways. Just contact any of 

the officers to find out where to send your 

stone and diagram, info on the material, 

the machine you used, laps and polishing 

procedure. 

The USFG is in need of judges for future 

Single Stone Competition and other 

possible events. We will be holding 

training sessions in the coming year to 

qualify future judges. If you are interested 

in becoming qualified, send me an email 

and you can be part of this learning 

experience and contribute to the 

improvement of others. 

Remember, it is up to each of us to take 

part in advancing the hobby and art we 

enjoy. 

Late Breaking News from the President

I am pleased to announce that Jenny Clark has accepted the position of Secretary of 
the USFG relieving Sue Lichtenberger from the dual role of Secretary/Treasurer.  
Jenny has served the USFG for many years in various capacities; most recently as a 
Director and she will continue to serve as Membership Chair in addition to 
returning to the board of directors.  Sue Lichtenberger will continue as Treasure.

I want to thank them both for their continuing contributions to the USFG and the 
faceting world.
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B. Diane Eames, GG

Hey y’all, from Texas. Initially, I had 

planned on talking about gem cutters and 

jewelers, but instead I’m going to catch 

y’all up on the Famous Diamond Replica 

Collection, created by the Texas Faceters 

Guild. The guild started the project in 

1989 and has recently had some additions 

to the collection. It now contains many 

replicas, most in CZ, and two colored 

gems in synthetic spinel.  

Wing Evans added another copy of the 

Regent diamond, Chuck McCoy added 

the Taylor-Burton and the Pasha of Egypt, 

and I added the Krupps, now called the 

Elizabeth Taylor diamond. Wing also 

added the French Blue. 

It seems natural to have a French Blue, as 

we have two replicas of the Hope. 

However, when completed, Wing was not 

happy with the color. Too dark. His plan 

is to cut another French Blue in lighter 

material for the collection, and recut the 

dark gem into the Hope, proving the recut 

of the original gem. Now that’s 

dedication. Scott Sucher will love this: 

www.museumdiamonds.com. 

My favorite project all last year was 

recreating Elizabeth Taylor’s wedding 

ring for a client. Elizabeth Taylor wore 

the Krupp diamond, all 33.19ct, all the 

time, including in movies. All I know is 

you can’t wear it while typing. We added 

a European shank to balance the weight of 

the gem, but otherwise, the jewel was an 

exact copy of the original ring. The gem 

was cut from Texas topaz picked up about 

60 years ago, and weighed 42ct. As soon 

as that lady received her ring, she jumped 

into her Mercedes and high tailed it to 

Dallas to show her friends. That’s why 

cutting is fun. I heard that woman squeal 

from Kerrville.  

Of course, the question of the best polish 

technique comes up every time this 

collection is displayed, including the 

Texas Faceters Guild spring meeting, a 

week ago. The other issue is the size of 

some of these gems. Yes, you will be 

sitting at that faceting machine for a 

while. My mentors say not to skip the 

steps: 600, 1200, 3000, and 50,000 grits. 

Some polish on ceramic, some on copper 

lap, some on Lightning Lap. Pink CZ is 

susceptible to chipping. This will 

probably start a conversation on the 

forum. I do not find CZ particularly hard 

to cut, and I’m already looking for 

another diamond to replicate. Wayne 

Barnett sent me this diagram. Thanks, 

Wayne, it was a blast to take off the dop. 

The diagram can be found in the Design 

section of the newsletter.

http://www.museumdiamonds.com/
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Randy Carlson  
Chairman – Gemstones & Faceting Section 

Houston Gem & Mineral Society 

We all have a story of how we initially 

became introduced to and interested in 

faceting. My story begins with my 

grandfather in Iowa, H.E. Greenwood. He 

was a successful small businessman and a 

“Rockhound”! During his summer 

vacations, he would drive to the mountain 

west in his station wagon and come back 

with the back end nearly dragging on the 

ground, due to the hundreds of pounds of 

rocks, which he found, or bought. He 

converted his entire basement into his 

rock shop. He had slab saws, trim saws, 

sphere makers, polishers and tumblers, 

including several display cases 

throughout his home with polished rocks. 

My favorite display was his fluorescence 

minerals room. I spent many hours with 

him in his shop, cutting and polishing 

agates and just goofing around. He was a 

member of the local rock and gem club 

and many of his buddies were 

rockhounds.  

One summer, he took me to Idaho and we 

spent a few days crawling over mountains 

looking for agates. I still have those that 

we found. My grandfather planted the 

seed that has grown over the last several 

decades, where now, I have my own 

collection of rocks and minerals and my 

own grandchildren to share my hobby 

with.  

In the late 1980’s, I purchased some Blue 

Forest Petrified Wood at a show in 

Kansas and I was able to get the dealer to 

reveal to me where it was from. The site 

was located in the middle of Wyoming on 

public land. I always kept this in mind, so 

sometime in the late 1990’s I took the 

family on a trip to Yellowstone, with a 

side trip to look for this site. With the 

advance help of the BLM, we were able 

to pinpoint it, which was the backside of 

nowhere! Although there were barely any 

discernable roads, we managed to find the 

location. My biggest concern was if my 3 

boys and nephew (all between 8 and 12 

years old), would be interested in looking 

for petrified wood. We immediately 

found lots of pieces just on the surface 

and with a little digging we actually found 

quite a bit. Surprising to me, I didn’t have 

any problems getting the boys interested. 

There were shovels of dirt flying all over 

the place and I had a hard time to get 

them to stop for lunch! I think we hauled 

back about 80 lbs. worth.  

Then in 2001, I took the kids on their 

spring break to visit my parents in 

Wickenburg, Arizona. Hoping to find 

someplace to go rock hunting, I recalled 

that my former subscription to Rock & 

Gem magazine contained maps of where 

you could find various rocks & minerals, 

so I renewed my subscription hoping to 

find somewhere I could take them. As it 

turned out, my mother knew of an old 
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turquoise mine in the desert about a one-

mile hike from their home, which turned 

out to be quite productive for us. It was a 

very shallow dig in the hillside and there 

was a remnant of some good turquoise 

that we were able to collect.  

Randy’s 4 kids at the Arizona turquoise mine 

Inside wall of the turquoise mine. 
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Anyway, reading Rock & Gem, I also 

noticed articles on faceting and faceting 

equipment, which was my first exposure 

to this hobby. Over a few years after 

reading these articles, I decided I wanted 

to give it a try, so I began searching for 

equipment. I realize the brand of 

equipment you choose is a personal 

choice and in 2004, I decided to purchase 

an Ultra Tec machine. My local 

distributor, Ed Katz, was kind enough to 

give me several lessons on using the 

machine, including some very good tips 

from his years of experience at faceting.  

 

Knowing that I needed to expand my 

knowledge, I eventually joined the 

Houston Gem & Mineral Society, which 

had a separate section for Faceting. Our 

meetings were led by Wayne Barnett, 

who I am sad to say has retired and 

moved away to Oregon with his wife 

Kathy (to the benefit of their local Oregon 

club, no doubt!). One of the first things I 

learned from Wayne was on the quality of 

my cuts. I would show him a stone and 

explain the problems I had with it and he 

would invariably ask me, “Are you 

entering this stone into a competition?” 

“No.” “Then don’t get too worried about 

it and try to do better the next time.”  I 

think this has been my biggest challenge. 

I want perfection, but it always seems to 

elude me. I can usually find at least one 

small mistake (usually more) on every 

stone I have cut. Wayne helped me not 

get so upset about it, but to strive to do 

better. 

 

Somewhere along the way, I read about 

Mt. Antero in Colorado. The summit of 

Mt. Antero (14,269 ft.) is the highest 

elevation in the U.S. where you can find 

gemstones. In fact, the television show 

“Prospectors,” which airs on the Weather 

Channel, focused on miners on Mt. 

Antero. We even have the pleasure of 

having Tommy Cardwell, the patriarch of 

the Cardwell family, as a member of the 

HGMS Gemstone & Faceting section. In 

2007, my youngest son’s Boy Scout troop 

planned a summer camp in South Central 

Colorado; and to my great joy, they had 

an excursion, for those willing, to hike to 

the summit of Mt. Antero. Me and one 

other of the adult leaders decided we were 

going to do it, so for several months we 

did our best to prepare for a mountain 

summit. That is not so easy to do in the 

former rice fields of southeast Texas, 

which are just a few feet above sea level.  

 

I found some (manmade) hillsides to run 

up and down to try to train my body for 

inclines. Let me just tell you now, that it 

didn’t work out like I planned. The night 

before we were going to make the trek, 

one of the other adult leaders heard about 

our excursion and asked if he could go 

along. We told him that it was going to be 

tough and that I and the other dad had 

been training for a few months for this. It 

didn’t bother him and he came along 

anyway. The plan was to be at the starting 

point of the valley floor (8,000 ft.) and 

hike up to a base camp (11,500 ft.), which 

was about a 6-7 mile hike. Then at 4:00 

a.m. the next morning, we would get up 

and make the final trek to the summit. 
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Why 4:00 a.m.? Mt. Antero has a high 

iron content and attracts lightning strikes 

from the typical Colorado afternoon rain 

showers. Therefore, you climb as far as 

you can, but regardless of where you are, 

at 12:00 noon, you head down off the 

mountain. 

It became very clear as we were 

ascending that some of us have bodies 

that are designed to climb mountains, 

with only a little bit of effort, while others 

have bodies designed to stay on much 

lower elevations their entire life and have 

no business climbing mountains. Both of 

my scout dad buddies and the guide 

where chugging right along… and then 

there was me, sucking air like a wide 

open 4 barrel carburetor. The guide soon 

realized that I was the weak link. So much 

for my months of training in that thick 

oxygen rich air, barely above sea level! 

He stopped the group and said that in this 

case, he puts me in front to lead and the 

other two were not allowed to pass me. 

As you can imagine, this knocked down 

my “machismo” just a bit. No, more than 

just a bit, so I felt that I needed to put it in 

overdrive, so as not to “slow down” the 

crew and regain some manly credibility. 

Keep in mind that we are also carrying 

backpacks at about 35 lbs. each (tents, 

water, food, sleeping bags, jackets, rain 

gear, etc.). We made it to the base camp 

about 4:00 p.m. and the guide told us that 

we were the fastest crew ever to make it 

from the valley to base camp. But it wore 

us out! We all pitched our tents and took a 

2-hour power nap. We woke up in the

early evening and begun to prepare our

meals. The others noticed that it was very 

clear out and we had a near full moon, so 

somebody brought up the idea of getting 

up at 2:00 a.m. rather than 4:00 a.m., so 

we could spend more time on the 

mountain top. I voted “No.” All the others 

voted “Yes.” Ugh! That night, my body 

started to give me clues that it was not 

happy with me. I was sleeping on a very 

thin backpacking pad that gave me little 

relief from the hard ground. I would wake 

up every 15 minutes with painful back 

spasms. This went on all night, until 2:00 

a.m., when the others got up to prepare to

head out. I tried to talk them out of it, but

they were bent on doing it. So I got up

and trekked along with no sleep and a

totally worn out body, along with little

oxygen to breathe. The ascent started

getting steeper and after about 1-1/2

hours, I told the crew that I could not go

any further. They pleaded with me to

keep trying, but I told them if I did, they

would be carrying back a dead body. I felt

like my heart wanted to explode with the

exertion. So what did they do? I expected

one of them to do the right thing and stay

with me - but no. Their desire to go to the

summit was greater than caring about my

safety. They all wished me well and went

on their way. So there I was, all alone on

a mountainside with my little mag lite

trying to find my way back to the base

camp. My anger soon turned to a bit of

fear, realizing I would be a nice salty

snack for a hungry mountain lion, or bear.

Once that thought gets into your head, it

does not just go away. When I finally

made it to our base camp, I went into

everyone’s tent and took their sleeping
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pads and piled them all up onto mine. 

Finally, I was able to get some rest. 

Two years later, I made my second 

attempt with my older brother, Steve, and 

with much better conditions, we made the 

summit! I spent a little time looking for 

anything collectables, but found nothing 

but granite. On the way back down, along 

the Devil’s Backbone, we did find a 

group of guys digging close to the path. 

After convincing them that I was not a 

local and had no plans to claim jump their 

site, they told me they had discovered 

clear topaz and were digging for more. 

Let me tell you, I have a lot of respect for 

all of those miners on that mountain. It is 

not easy functioning at those altitudes and 

conditions. 

Steve Carlson and his brother starting the summit of Mt. Antero 
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Steve Carlson on the summit of Mt. Antero 

After some years with the HGMS, I was 

aware that some of our section members 

were trained through the various 

professional gemology organizations, so I 

looked into that. I decided to go with the 

International School of Gemology (ISG), 

based nearby in Helotes, Texas (although 

their program is web-based). The ISG has 

an excellent, affordable and very practical 

training program. I signed up for their 

“Registered Gemologist” program, which 

is comprised of four of the individual 

programs: Diamonds, Colored 

Gemstones, Created & Treated 

Gemstones, and Gemology Tools & 

Techniques. I’ve never enjoyed studying 

like this with all of my previous 

university and postgraduate studies, but 

this was a pure joy for me! I finished with 

my final “practical exam” two weeks ago 

and found out that I passed! I highly 

recommend the program, which Robert 

James has put together and you can check 

it out at www.SchoolofGemology.com 

A little over a year ago, our section 

chairperson stepped down and I was 

nominated to replace her. One of the first 

things we did in our section was to 

change the name from “Faceting” to 

“Gemstones & Faceting.” We did this for 

two reasons: 1. Your average person does 

not know what the word “faceting” means 

and 2. We spend as much time talking 

about gemstones and their properties and 

characteristics as we do about cutting 

them. We felt it would better reflect our 

section and perhaps attract a few more 

members to join. I also have a standard 

agenda for our meetings that we follow: 

 Welcoming of guests

 Treasurer’s Report

 Show & Tell

 Section & Club news
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 Show update (annual HGMS club

show)

 Upcoming training events (if any)

 Educational segment, including a

written handout and a

presentation/discussion.

I have two requests from our members – 

1. Greet every visitor who attends our

meetings and make them feel welcome. 2.

Cut one stone per month and bring it to

Show & Tell. Our section has members

who have cut stones for decades and

others who have yet to cut their first

stone. As I mentioned, we want to make

anyone who comes to our meetings feel

welcome. We usually will have one

member pull them aside and gauge their

experience, show them around the shop, 

then explain to them how we run our 

meetings and when our club machines are 

available for them to use, should they not 

have their own cutting machines. 

I am retiring from my day job in about 6 

weeks. I am really looking forward to 

spending more time faceting and learning 

more about this wonderful art form! For 

those of you who have not joined a local 

club, I would encourage you to do so, as 

well as being a member of the USFG. 

You will meet others with the same 

passion and you invariably will learn 

from some and also pass on your 

knowledge to others.
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Mark Oros 

I am delighted to announce that our 

June 2016 USFG Newsletter is 100% 

USFG member-contributed content. I 

would like to thank everybody that 

contributed to this newsletter and 

encourage all members to contact me 

regarding your articles, tips, and 

designs for future newsletters.  

One of my initial goals as newsletter 

editor was to limit republishing 

articles that were all ready available 

via public Internet sources. Given that 

our Faceting Guild is the largest in the 

world, I reckoned that our collective 

knowledge would be sufficient to 

create an informative newsletter of 

original and internal articles, tips and 

designs. Up to date this has been the 

case; however, this has been the result 

of me personally contacting members 

for the majority of the newsletter 

content. Unfortunately my requests 

for articles, stones to photo, tips and 

designs have gone unheeded. 

Please contact me at the email listed 

below if you have questions about the 

newsletter or would like to contribute 

an article, faceting tip, or design. 

Keep in mind that we can help you 

with formatting and editing in order to 

make your contribution look as 

professional as possible.  

I would like to introduce our two new 

Assistant Editors for the Newsletter, 

Glenn Wood and Adam Pollack. 

Please join me in thanking them for 

their contributions. 

Mark Oros  

editor@usfacetersguild.org 

mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Ken Michalek 

Make your plans now to attend the Ninth 

Annual USFG-Franklin Faceters Frolic on 

July 28, 29 and 30, 2016. 

We are part of the United States Faceters 

Guild and have expanded to a 3-day 

format to include more speakers and 

programs along with a broad array of 

dealers.  

The Franklin Faceters Frolic is held at the 

same time as the Macon County 

Gemboree and several other gem and 

mineral shows in Franklin, NC. The 

Frolic will be at the The Factory, 

(formerly known as The Fun Factory: 

same location as FFF8) in Franklin, NC. 

Schedule 

Thursday, July 28, 2016 

Dealers are open for business in the Depot 

Room from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. 

This year, Robert Strickland will offer 

three GemCad classes: Beginner, 

Intermediate, and Advanced. The 

Beginner class will introduce you to the 

basic commands and features of GemCad. 

The Intermediate course will be a 

refresher on the basics and creating and 

modifying existing designs and creating 

new designs of your own. The Advanced 

course is for GemCad users who would 

like to explore the finer points of 

GemCad. 

The cost is $25.00 per class. To register 

and pay for the classes, go to the website 

and click on one of the PayPal buttons: 

http://franklinfacetersfrolic.com/?page_id

=43 

If you prefer to pay by check, send $25.00 

for each class you would like to register 

for, made payable to The Faceters Frolic.  

Please mail it to Ken Michalek, PO Box 

182, Greer, SC 29652. Any questions 

email Ken: ken@airfloinc.com 

9:00 am to 11:00 am – GemCad for 

Beginners – For those who want to learn 

http://franklinfacetersfrolic.com/?page_id=43
http://franklinfacetersfrolic.com/?page_id=43
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the basic How-To of GemCad Software. 

You should bring your Notebook with 

GemCad already loaded on it ready to go 

by 9:00 AM. You can download a free 

trial of GemCad at www.gemcad.com 30 

days before the class. If you do not 

purchase it before you get there, you may 

purchase it during the Frolic from Robert. 

Once you learn how to use GemCad, we 

believe you will realize the real value in 

this software tool for any level of faceting 

you do. 

1:00 pm to 3:00 pm – Intermediate 

GemCad – For those who need a 

refresher on basic GemCad and further 

operations. 

Friday, July 29, 2016 

9:00 am – 11:00 am – Advanced 

GemCad – Robert will go into advanced 

capabilities of GemCad for the 

experienced user. 

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm – Lisa Elser – 

“Going Pro” –Internationally known 

gem cutter Lisa Elser, of Custom Cut 

Gems, will speak about how she got 

started in business and her experiences as 

a faceter. 

3:00 pm- 5:00 pm – Sue Lichtenberger 

– Kitchen Counter Rock and Gem ID.

Sue will explain how to use readily

available items to help identify gems and

minerals. This is a hands-on discussion

and was a popular topic last year.

6:00 in The Depot Room – The Faceters 

Meet and Pretty Stone Contest. Come 

and enjoy meeting with the dealers, 

speakers and other faceters from around 

the world. Pizza and soft drinks will be 

available for $5.00 per person. Bring a 

stone that you have cut and enter in either 

the Natural or Simulated Gem division. 

Prizes will be awarded to the winner in 

each category. This is a “Beauty Contest” 

and the winners will be chosen by those 

in attendance. 

Saturday, July 30, 2016 

Dealers are open for business in the Depot 

Room from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. 

10:00 am to 12:00 pm – Master Gem 

Cutter Jerry Call will discuss some of 

his cutting tips and techniques for 

Maximizing Your Rough. Last year, 

Jerry’s talk turned into a lively question 

and answer session covering a host of 

different topics. Don’t miss this 

opportunity to learn from one of the best! 

2016 Dealers 

Equipment and Supplies 

Marsh Howard – Lightning Laps and 

Polishes – www.lightninglap.com – 

Marsh will have a good supply of all of 

his latest laps and polishes. The original 

Lightning Lap, The Beast Diamond 

Polish, and the Mag-Dop. 

Tom Maxwell – Carolina Custom Gems 
–www.carolinacustomgems.com - Tom
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will have the Graves Mark 5XL digital 

faceting machine set up and available for 

demonstration and immediate delivery. 

Tom is also a representative for Ultra-Tec 

and will be demonstrating the latest Ultra-

Tec V-5 digital faceting machine. In 

addition, Tom will have a complete line 

of Gearloose Polishing Laps and 

Polishing Products and fine facet rough. 

Ultra-Tec rep, Gerald Boykin, will be 

demonstrating the Ultra-Tec Fantasy 

Machine. 

Charlie Musitano – Jersey Instruments 
– Charlie will have the Omni-E and

Patriot faceting machine on display,

Faceting Rough 

John Garsow – John E. Garsow Gems 

and Minerals – John will have a large 

selection of fine facet rough from all over 

the world. 

Dan Lynch – Dan will have sunstone, 

ametrine, zircon, tanzanite, heliodor, 

amethyst, and tourmaline, plus what he 

finds on a buying trip to Africa in June. 

Lisa Elser – Custom Cut Gems – 

www.lisaelser.com – Lisa will have a 

wide assortment of rough to choose from. 

You will find almost everything you 

would want in the way of faceting 

equipment and supplies along with facet 

rough not available anywhere else all in 

one place. These dealers are great people 

and have the highest ethical standards. 

Without their support, the Frolic couldn’t 

take place. 

Admission to the USFG-FFF9 is FREE 

again this year thanks to a generous 

support from the dealers and attendees. 

There will be DOOR PRIZES each day 

donated by the dealers along with a Grand 

Prize on Saturday donated by The Frolic. 

Raffle tickets will be $1.00 each and the 

more tickets you buy, the better your 

chances of winning some nice rough or 

faceting accessory. You do not have to be 

present to win, however contact 

information will be needed. The proceeds 

of the sale of raffle tickets goes a long 

way in supporting The Frolic and helping 

it grow. The Frolic is the only event of its 

kind for the faceting community in the 

Eastern United States. 

For more information, see 

http://franklinfacetersfrolic.com/ 

http://franklinfacetersfrolic.com/
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Saturday, August 20, 2016 at the Marriott 

San Mateo 

Event Details: 

This event will focus on fundamentals of 

gemology, mineralogy/geology, gemstone 

faceting and jewelry design. 

It will be great information for those who 

are just getting started and those who 

want to learn more. It will also be for 

experienced folks, who want to revisit 

fundamental concepts, share their 

experiences and knowledge and spend 

time with this fun, growing, like-minded 

community. 

Highlights: 

 From the Mine to Finished Gem -

presentation on Sri Lankan

Sapphires by Sheahan Stephen

 Mineralogy/Geology/Gemology -

presentation from local Bay Area

expert Rick Kennedy

 Gem ID & basics on purchasing

lapidary/faceting rough 

 Basics of gemstone faceting &

practical demonstration with a

faceting machine

 Q&A session with expert panel -

including jewelry appraiser,

gemology/mineralogy experts,

jewelry design experts

 After the conference -

social/mixer/swap your rough -

bring some of your facet rough to

trade, and sell/buy from other

gemstone faceters

Event Amenities: 

 Catered light breakfast, lunch

provided with admission

 Free parking

 Free shuttle to SFO airport

 Walking distance from CalTrain

Contact: Rennie Castelino 

icecit@yahoo.com 

650-766-2905

mailto:icecit@yahoo.com
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Rennie Castelino 

The Frolic was held on the 5th and 6th 

of March in Hayward, CA and was 

co-sponsored by the Mineral and Gem 

Society of Castro Valley (MGSCV) 

and the United States Faceters Guild. 

Day 1 started with opening remarks 

from Rennie Castelino. Rennie’s 

inspiration for hosting an event for 

gemstone faceters in the San 

Francisco Bay Area had two 

components:  1) bring folks with a 

passion for gemstone faceting 

together; 2) enjoy learning from 

experts involved in various areas of 

gems and gemology. 

After the opening remarks, Maarten 

DeWitte – master diamond cutter – 

spoke about his career in diamond 

cutting. Maarten described how he got 

into the business, developed a mastery 

of his craft, and then worked with 

others to build companies involved 

with diamonds and diamond cutting. 

Maarten demonstrated some of the 

tools of the trade and also shared 

slides and his professional 

experiences. Maarten also shared 

some thoughts about what the future 

for the diamond trade may be. 

After a short break for lunch, Starla 

Turner, GG, FGA spoke about gem 

identification. Starla provided her 

insights into concepts important to 

faceters such as light, reflection, 

refraction and crystal systems. Starla 

described several tools used in gem 

identification and led the group 

through building a polariscope from 

common materials. 
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For the second part of her 

presentation, Starla set up stations 

with materials for the attendees to use 

the knowledge and gem id tools to 

identify several materials. 

Attendees then received a 

complimentary pass to the 68th 

Annual MGSCV Show in Newark, 

CA. Friends of Faceting’s John 

Garsow and Rick Kennedy 

represented the faceting rough dealer 

community and had some wonderful 

material to discuss and offer to Frolic 

attendees. In coordination with the 

Faceter Frolic, John and Rick were 

kind enough to offer a small discount 

to the Frolic attendees – which was 

most appreciated. 

Day 2 started off with attendees 

sharing some information about 

themselves, their favorite or least 

favorite gemstone material, and why 

they are passionate about faceting. 

The first presentation was delivered 

by MGSCV’s own Roland Arajs as he 

led a Gem-Cad tutorial for the group 

for his design called the ‘Brilliant 

Trilliant’. To assist with the 

presentation, Rennie Castelino created 

a step-by-step PowerPoint slide 

presentation and a hardcopy handout 

for the attendees to use as they created 

the design in Gem-Cad. 

During the presentation, Roland 

shared his insights regarding 

optimizing light return and some 

design choices that the attendees may 

want to consider. 

After lunch, the second presentation 

was really more of a discussion about 

attendee experiences with various 

components of faceting including 

transferring the gemstone. Roland 

spent time discussing concepts of shift 

and tilt in transfer as well as how 

Gem-Cad could be used to help with 

design updates for a stone that had 

shifted or tilted in transfer. 
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Day 2 wrapped up again with attendees 

being able to return to the MGSCV show 

or return home. All things considered, 

everyone had a great time, made some 

new friends, and folks were eager to 

know when the next event may take 

place.  

 

The next event is being planned to take 

place on August 20, 2016 in San Mateo, 

CA and will be focused on faceting 

fundamentals with tie-ins to mineralogy 

and jewelry design.  

 

Contact Rennie Castelino at 650-766-

2905 or icecit@yahoo.com if you are 

interested in learning more about the next 

San Francisco Bay Area Faceters event – 

or would like to be involved in the next 

event, as a presenter, facet rough dealer or 

machine/tool vendor.  

mailto:icecit@yahoo.com
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Sue Lichtenberger, MD 
 

In this edition of Kitchen Counter Gem 

ID we will be limited to simple 

polariscopy. There are good articles on 

complex study that will be referenced at 

the end of the article. 

 

For those who are unfamiliar with 

polariscopy, I will first describe some 

theory and techniques using classic 

equipment. Then I will discuss 

inexpensive and homemade solutions. 

 

Visible light is made up of 

electromagnetic waves that transmit in all 

directions. A polariscope makes use of the 

phenomenon whereby light can be 

"polarized" (made to vibrate in only one 

direction) with the use of polarizing 

filters. These filters are oriented at 90 

degrees of each other so that one allows 

light in an up-down direction and the 

other in a left-right direction. This allows 

no light to pass and is called "crossed 

polars", or the "extinction position". 

 

Gemstones, and their rough, have optical 

characteristics based on their underlying 

crystalline structure. The vast majority of 

stones are anisotropic and therefore 

doubly refractive. This means they 

transmit light in either two directions 

(uniaxial) or three (biaxial). These are 

tetragonal, hexagonal, trigonal, ortho, 

mono, and triclinic stones.  To separate 

the uniaxial from the biaxial DR stones, a 

conoscope is used. For more information, 

a reference is listed at the end of this 

article. 

 

The exceptions are stones in the cubic or 

amorphous form. These are garnets, 

spinels, fluorites, and diamonds, but also 

include glass (natural and man made) and 

plastic. They either stay dark throughout 

the rotation or light throughout in the case 

of microcrystalline specimens. 

 

We use a polariscope to help identify our 

unknowns by finding out the optical 

character. 

 

Remember: NO ONE TEST IDENTIFIES 

ANY STONE!   

 

 

 
 

If you are using a classic tabletop model 

of a polariscope, you begin by adjusting 

the filters to the dark, or crossed polar, 

position. Place your unknown between 

the filters and begin rotating it a full 360 
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degrees. If it stays dark it is most likely 

singly refractive (SR). If it remains light 

throughout the rotation is also likely SR. 

If it "blinks" (alternates between light and 

dark) 4 times in 360 degrees, it is most 

likely doubly refractive (DR). The reason 

for the indecisive responses is that some 

SR stones, especially if they have internal 

strain, may appear to blink, despite being 

SR. These are referred to as anomalously 

doubly refractive (ADR).  

 

Singly refractive stones: diamond, spinel, 

garnet, fluorite, glass, chalcedony/agate, 

opal, plastic 

 

Doubly refractive: the rest! 

 

Let's look at some examples: 

 

Classic DR stones include the bulk of 

faceted stones. Here is a synthetic 

sapphire cab being rotated in a circle. 

First it is dark, then light then dark.... it is 

said to "blink". 

 

 
 

Next we see a SR stone (garnet) and it is 

'dark' through all rotations. 

 

 
 

Here is a polycrystalline/microcrystalline 

stone (faceted chalcedony), which stays 

'bright' throughout all rotations  

 

 
 

Finally I present a stone with ADR 

(garnet). It appears to blink, but this is 

due to internal strain. 

 

 
 

You can certainly purchase equipment 

like that shown for $100-200 USD, but 

you need electricity to power the light 

source. Portable polariscopes for use with 

a battery-powered flashlight are compact 

and convenient and cost about $40 USD. 

But, an inexpensive portable alternative is 

available at a discount store for the cost of 

a cheap pair of sunglasses! You must be 

sure that the glasses have polarized lens 

(pick up two pair and try to make cross 

polars!). I had a pair with a broken frame 

from a rock-collecting trip. I popped the 

lenses out (image) and store them in my 

gem ID kit for travel. You can also 

purchase polarized film and/or lenses 

online for less than the cost of a 
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polariscope. You might find cheap ones at 

a pawnshop in the camera section. It is 

OK if they are scratched up. 

 

Using polarized lenses does require some 

light. Sunlight is fine, but you need a way 

to hold them apart. An old comb is an 

option. 

 

 
 

 

Many cell phone screens, tablet screens, 

and flat screen computer monitors can 

work as both a light source and polarizing 

filter. In this case you only need one lens, 

find a plain white background in your 

computer, tablet, or phone and hold the 

stone between the two.  

 

 
 

 

You may have some problems if your cell 

phone or the lens you are using are 

circularly polarized as opposed to linearly 

polarized, but this just requires a little 

experimentation on your part. 

 

Now that you are set up, gather your 

unknowns and test them out. But, a word 

of warning: Since you cannot be certain 

your chunk of red stone is glass, you will 

want to do further testing on it before 

throwing out a nice garnet that is just 

strained and showing an ADR response. 

Likewise you would not want to accuse a 

seller of ripping you off. But this is just 

one more tool so that you don't purchase a 

faceted piece of glass (SR) having been 

told it is a sapphire (DR). 

 

For further information: 

 

A good discussion of conoscope use: 

http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/in

dex.php?title=Polariscope 

 

Search YouTube for video 

demonstrations of polariscope use and 

theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?title=Polariscope
http://www.gemologyproject.com/wiki/index.php?title=Polariscope
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Mark Oros 
 

For the price of a large pizza with two 

toppings a person with an interest in 

faceting has the ability to join the United 

States Faceting Guild. This act of joining 

gives the individual the following 

benefits: 

 

1. Access to the private USFG 

Newsletter 

2. Access to an ever growing repository 

of faceting designs (publicly 

available) 

3. Access to forum based 

communications on a variety of 

faceting topics 

4. The ability to contact and network 

with over 600 faceting members 

5. Access to Faceting Frolics for 

education, vendors and camaraderie 

It is easy enough to join the Guild by 

going to the website and filing out the 

form and paying the $18. What is more 

difficult and more important is becoming 

involved with your Guild. The five 

benefits listed above need to be managed 

and expanded and more importantly 

increased with new program initiatives. If 

you are interested in faceting, the guild is 

a good place to join to receive the above-

mentioned benefits. If you are passionate 

about faceting, then the Guild is an 

amazing place to become involved. Please 

contact our Officers, Board Members and 

Staff about how you can become involved 

with the growth of the Guild and share 

your ideas about our future. 

Tom - president@usfacetersguild.org 

Mark - editor@usfacetersguild.org

president@usfacetersguild.org
mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Mark Oros 
 

USFG Member Stone Profile: Invitation to Participate 
 

Unfortunately, no member stones were 

submitted for the June Newsletter. If you 

would like to submit your stone to be 

photographed, please send me an email at 

editor@usfacetersguild.org and the first 

four entries will have a reserved spot in 

our next USFG member “Member 

Stones” photo session.  

 

1. The faceted gemstones that will be 

selected to be photographed will be on 

a first come basis for each three-month 

newsletter interval and the invitation 

to reserve a slot will be announced as 

part of our newsletter. 

 

2. Upon receiving the requests, we will 

inform the first 3 entries (one per 

member) of their selection and 

coordinate a photograph session of 

their gemstone. Members that have 

had a stone photographed before may 

enter, but they will be moved behind 

entrants that have not been selected 

before. Entries 4 and up will need to 

try again at our next announcement.  

 

3. The only requirements are that the 

stone has been faceted by a member in 

good standing in the past 24 months 

and that the member provides us with 

a paragraph or two about the stone and 

their interest in cutting the stone. 

 

4. The member submitting the stone to be 

photographed will need to pay for the 

shipment and insurance for the stone 

to be delivered. USFG will pay for the 

postage and insurance for the stone to 

be returned. Stones will be returned 

within four weeks of the announced 

photo session date.  

 

5. The stone photographs can be used by 

the submitting member, USFG, and 

the photographer. The submitting 

member will receive digital copies of 

the stone photographs

 
 

  

mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Picture your gemstone featured on this page 
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Over the last three months, a few things 

have happened that made me think about 

creating a section in the newsletter 

dedicated to new faceters. The first one 

being the increase in faceting machines 

being sold by my vendor friends. The 

second is the number of requests that I am 

receiving for lessons by folks interested in 

faceting. The third was an email 

conversation where Charlie Moon 

instructed me to remain true to 

competition faceting in my new position 

as editor, but not to forget the instruction 

needed for new adopters of this wonderful 

craft. It is with Charlie’s charge that I 

introduce a section of the newsletter 

dedicated to the new and novice faceters. 

I ask all of you to please send me tips and 

suggestions for our new members and 

beginning faceters. 

 

Arya Akhavan 
 

Video Link 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFIMjYf_BtnvaVZNQkHJ4ieF-v1fqPgqu 

 

When I started faceting, there were very 

few resources out there, and not only 

were they hard to find, but they were hard 

to understand and visualize. The old 

Vargas and Soukup books were 

absolutely wonderful for their era, but are 

now past their prime, and with modern 

equipment, a lot of the techniques and 

suggestions they have either add extra 

work, or can actually be 

counterproductive and cause more 

problems than they would have solved 

back in the day. Google searches for "how 

to cut gems" didn't show much, until I 

dug enough to find Jeff Graham's website. 

It was friendly and fairly well-oriented 

towards mid-beginners...but I have to 

admit, it was pretty verbose, not the best 

organized, and didn't really have a lot of 

super-introductory resources for someone 

who had never seen a faceting machine. 

 

Thankfully, I found the USFG, NYFG, 

and Gemology Online's forums, and all 

those wonderful folks forwarded me onto 

additional resources, like the new (at the 

time) Broadfoot and Collins book. That 

was an excellent introduction, and after 

having read through that book, taking the 

faceting class at the now-defunct Arizona 

Mining and Mineral Museum was the 

final factor in me buying a faceting 

machine. 

 

However, all of this would have been 

overwhelmingly easier and less stressful 

if there had been some resources 

intentionally designed for the super-

beginner, someone with absolutely no 

exposure to what a faceting machine was. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFIMjYf_BtnvaVZNQkHJ4ieF-v1fqPgqu
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I decided that I was (slowly) going to 

make those resources, and so Faceting 

101 was born. This video series was 

intended to be an introduction to faceting, 

potentially for someone who had never 

actually seen a gemstone in person before, 

and certainly had absolutely no idea what 

a faceting machine looked like. The series 

explains a faceting machine and its parts, 

how they work, how to choose and work 

with rough, and the entire process of 

cutting itself. Best of all, it's free, which 

means that the "cost barrier to entry" for 

learning about faceting is now 

nonexistent. Anyone who wants to see 

how gems are faceted can learn the basics 

without having to pay anything, and with 

that information, they can then decide if 

it's something that interests them or not. 

Is the video series perfect? Absolutely not 

- I filmed it from 6PM to 8AM in a single

night, it's extraordinarily low-budget and

was taken on my phone's camera, and

some of the techniques are already

outdated. But is it one of the best

introductions to faceting available,

particularly for visual learners? I'd like to

think so.  :)   I've had faceting students

watch that video series, then immediately

go and cut an entire gem from start to

finish, with maybe a maximum of 3 

minutes of input from me as they were 

cutting. 

The world of gems and faceting is 

absolutely fascinating, and the knowledge 

barriers to entry are lower than they've 

ever been. There are a lot of new, high-

quality, inexpensive resources out there 

now. A particularly motivated beginner, 

with absolutely no previous exposure to 

faceting, can learn absolutely everything 

they need to know to cut their first stone 

by using the following resources: 

Arya Akhavan's (that's me!) "Faceting 

101", the original 16 video series 

Tom Herbst's "Amateur Gemstone 

Faceting: Vol. 1" 

Jeff Graham's "Learn to Facet the Right 

Way" 

Tom Mitchell's "Faceting 1: Learn the 

Fine Art of Gem Faceting” 

John Broadfoot and Peter Collins' 

"Cutting Gemstones: A Beginner's Guide 

to Faceting" 

Now is certainly a wonderful time to get 

started! 

-Arya Akhavan

 Video Link 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFIMjYf_BtnvaVZNQkHJ4ieF-v1fqPgqu 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFIMjYf_BtnvaVZNQkHJ4ieF-v1fqPgqu
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USFG Newsletter Designs 
 

Having designs in the USFG Newsletter has been a long-standing tradition. It is a great 

place to see both classic and new designs from our members and the faceting community. 

In this newsletter we have three designs from our website Faceting Diagrams archive and 

three recent designs from three of our members. I would like to encourage you to use the 

Faceting Diagram section of our new website in order to discover interesting and classic 

designs and to send me your own original designs to be shared with our members in our 

newsletter. I can be reached at editor@usfacetersguild.org. 

 
 

  

mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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Diane Eames 
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Octo-Brilliant  

by Glenn Wood in Cubic Zirconium 
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Fred W. Van Sant’s Gambler Rose  

by Glenn Wood in Synthetic Tanzanite Corundum 
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Hero Design   

Danny Hargreaves from Edinburgh, Scotland 

The Hero design was done for the “Help for Heroes charity”. Main part of the design is the 

three pairs of facets on the crown. Each pair represents one branch of the armed forces. 

The pairs are representing the fact that there are men and women in each branch. 

Angles for R.I. = 1.760 

37 + 6 girdles = 43 facets 

6-fold, mirror-image symmetry

96 index

L/W = 1.155  T/W = 0.402  U/W = 0.388

P/W = 0.475  C/W = 0.209

Vol./W³ = 0.246

PAVILION 

g 90.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80

1 45.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80

2 41.00° 03-13-19-29-35-45-51-61-67-77-83-93

CROWN 

a 36.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80

b 34.00° 96-16-32-48-64-80

c 28.00° 19-29-51-61-83-93

T   0.00° Table
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 Celestial Peace by John Bailey  
 

6

12

18

24

30

36

42
48

54

60

66

72

78

84

90
<96><96>

A

L

1

Girdle

2

3
4

1

2

4

A

W

P

C

Celestial Peace
by John Bailey, 2007

Angles for R.I. = 1.540

51 + 20 girdles = 71 facets

1-fold radial symmetry

96 index

L/W = 1.011

P/W = 0.470  C/W = 0.140

Vol./W³ = 0.196

PAVILION

1 44.00° 07-13-26-32- CTP

45-51-64-70-

83-89

Girdle 90.00° 03-07-13-16- Calibrate size

22-26-32-35-

41-45-51-55-

61-64-70-74-

80-83-89-93

2 55.00° 03-16-35-61- Even Girdle

80-93

3 57.70° 22-41-55-74 Even Girdle

4 42.00° 09-11-28-30- CPP

47-49-66-68-

85-87

CROWN

A 34.00° 03-07-13-16- Set Girdle width

22-26-32-35-

41-45-51-55-

61-64-70-74-

80-83-89-93

10.00° 72

COS = 55.4

E:\Dvue2\MyGems\CelestialPeace-154.gem
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Helter Skelter  

Randome Nomeets   

 

For an April Fools Joke, I created a gemstone design that had a minimum number of meet 

points. The design uses 9 and 5 symmetries and while each tier is cut to depth, not one 

facet is identical, excluding the girdle. Although it was designed on a whim, the design is 

gaining some popularity among my friends and their friends. 

4

7
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14
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32
36
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65
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<72><72>
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C2
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C4

P5 T W

P1

P2

P3

P4

P1

P2

P3

P4

C1

C2
C3

U

L

P

C

Helter Skelter
by Randome Nomeets

Angles for R.I. = 1.540

48 + 9 girdles = 57 facets

5-fold radial symmetry

72 index

L/W = 1.015  T/W = 0.341  U/W = 0.341

P/W = 0.465  C/W = 0.213

Vol./W³ = 0.276

PAVILION

P1 47.00° 72-08-16-24-32- Temporary center point

40-48-56-64

P2 90.00° 72-08-16-24-32- Set stone size
40-48-56-64

P3 43.00° 02-16-31-45-60 Cut to look correct

P4 41.00° 06-20-34-49-63 Cut to look correct

CROWN

C1 51.36° 72-08-16-24-32- Set girdle

40-48-56-64

C2 43.14° 72-08-16-24-32- Cut step

40-48-56-64

C3 35.30° 02-16-31-45-60 Cut to look correct

C4 18.00° 12-27-41-55-70 Cut to look correct

P5   0.00° Table Cut to look correct

Recommended for quartz

This was designed for April 1, 2016

\\Mac\Home\Documents\Lapidary\Designs\Oros Gem Designs\Helter Skelter.gem
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Jim Perkins 
 

COPYRIGHT APRIL 4, 2016 

 

For a number of years, copyrighted 

faceting designs have been heavily 

discussed and debated on the USFG 

Faceting Board and many other places on 

the Internet. Yet, confusion continues to 

be widespread as to what copyrights 

protect and what others may and may not 

do with copyrighted faceting designs and 

articles. I want to state clearly up front 

that I am not an attorney. I am a small 

business owner and have done 

commercial and fine arts designs for 

many decades now. I have published 

faceting designs and articles since about 

2001. As a businessman and a designer, I 

have looked into my protection and legal 

rights under U.S. and International 

Copyright Laws. Anyone can Google this 

information which is why I'm surprised so 

many misunderstandings about this issue 

persist. Nonetheless, hardly a week goes 

by that someone doesn't e-mail to ask if 

they may cut one of my published gem 

designs for a variety of reasons. The fact 

is it doesn't matter what the reason 

someone wants to cut one of my designs. 

If it has been published, I intended people 

would be able to cut the design for their 

own enjoyment or revenue. The only way 

to truly protect a design and prevent it 

from being cut is NOT TO PUBLISH IT. 

If you want to read all of the legal mumbo 

jumbo about copyrights, then find Title 17 

of the Laws of the United States, as that is 

where copyright law is described in its 

full glory. If you are not a lawyer, you 

may find copyright laws easier to 

understand on a site like Legal Zoom, 

where the law is broken down into 

layman's terms. In brief, “Copyright is a 

form of protection provided by the laws 

of the United States to the creators of 

"original works" including literary works, 

movies, musical works, sound recordings, 

paintings, photographs, software, live 

performances, and television or sound 

broadcasts. This protection is available to 

both published and unpublished works.” 

In simplest terms, copyrights protect the 

designer from someone else taking their 

design and representing it as their own. 

However, it does not prevent a person 

who purchased one of my facet design 

books from cutting any design contained 

in the book. Once they cut the stone, they 

can keep it, they can give it away, or they 

can sell it. If someone asks who created 

the design, the right answer should be Jim 

Perkins or whoever the designer was, not 

the cutter’s name. You are not entitled to 

share with other cutters a design in my 

book that you bought from me. That 

person should purchase their own copy of 

my book.  

 

I publish my books on CD-R now because 

I want people to be able to print as many 

copies as they need. It is not intended for 

the purchaser to print as many copies for 

distribution to others that did not buy my 
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book. The other advantages of publishing 

a book on CD-R, in my opinion are: they 

require less paper, therefore eliminate 

having to cut down as many trees; they 

are lighter weight, so they are easier and 

less expensive to ship; CDs are easier to 

store; CDs don't mold and smell like old 

paper.  

 

In some very limited cases, I have 

donated a set of my CDs to a club or guild 

with permission that copies can be made 

for their faceting club members. 

However, there are not many clubs I have 

done this for and I know who they are. I 

also know who has bought my books on 

CD-R or in printed format. I am not the 

“copyright policeman”. I don't have the 

time or the desire to chase people around 

guarding my copyrighted material. So, I 

trust that the majority of people will be 

honest and respect my intellectual 

property. I am not so naive as to believe 

this is 100% true. I know some people are 

cheats, crooks, thieves, and liars. If that is 

what they want their reputation to be, so 

be it. Eventually, if they aren't prosecuted 

under the law, karma will catch up to 

them and often punishment of karma is 

more severe. I've seen it happen many 

times to people. I was told by one of my 

mentors years ago, “Beware of someone 

who will steal for you because they will 

also steal from you.” I've also witnessed 

this and when it is said, “There is no 

honor among thieves,” it is true. The law 

isn't hard to understand unless it gets 

tangled up between a couple of lawyers. 

Then, all the common sense rules no 

longer apply. But, if common sense 

people use their common sense, they do 

what they know is right and fair to all 

parties involved. I would say better than 

90% of the law is just common sense. 

When people don't use their common 

sense, then one party has to retain an 

attorney and the lawyer becomes that 

person’s “common sense”. If the other 

person gets a lawyer to represent what 

they believe is common sense, each 

lawyer has to make their arguments in 

front of a judge. The judge then becomes 

the common sense that settles the 

argument for the two attorneys. This 

process can sometimes take years, cost 

thousands of dollars, and be very 

frustrating and sometimes even 

humiliating. In my experience, I have 

usually felt in the end that the winners are 

the two attorneys. 

 

To summarize: Cut all the stones you 

want from any of my published designs 

and do what you want with the stones. 

Don't become a distributor of my designs 

regardless if you got them directly from 

me or from another publication. Just as 

the USFG has password protection of the 

newsletter and other security measures to 

protect their intellectual property, so do 

designers. Please show your organization, 

yourself, and me some respect. I publish 

facet designs because I want to share my 

ideas with others, not because I'm hungry 

to have someone prosecuted. Believe me, 

my lawyers have other work I'd rather 

have them focused on
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Justin Prim 
 

My journey into the world of gemstones 

started in 2012 when I moved to San 

Francisco. Coming from Chicago where I 

grew up and lived for several years, I 

knew nothing of gems, nothing of 

crystals, nothing of the art form that 

would soon take over my life. Upon 

settling in San Francisco, I started dating 

a girl who used to be a crystal and 

gemstone vendor at festivals, following 

around the Grateful Dead and the like. As 

I got to know her better, I got to know her 

crystals better. She introduced me to the 

weird world of gem shows and I was 

immediately intrigued. I walked around 

the Marin Center in San Rafael looking at 

table after table of beads, little white 

boxes of sparkling stones, bowls of 

twinkling colors, and the people running 

the tables and I wondered to myself, 

“What is going on here?” I felt like I had 

stumbled into a secret community of 

commodity traders. My interest in the 

medieval era perked up as I got to 

understand the process by which stones 

are bought and sold. “It's so SIMPLE,” I 

said to myself. I bought my first quartz 

crystal at that show, a banana sized clear 

thing with interesting and complex 

looking angles on the top and I was 

hooked before I knew it. 

 

Over the next year, I was further 

indoctrinated into the world of precious 

stones. I went to a handful of shows 

around the Bay Area and I also made my 

first pilgrimage out to Tucson and it's 

incredible, mind numbing, eye straining 

smorgasbord of stones. My girlfriend and 

I also went to Thailand for six weeks and 

our mutual love of gemstones had a huge 

impact on our itinerary. From the gem 

district of Bangkok to the gem trading 

town of Chanthaburi, we saw a lot of 

stones in wild and exotic places. I was 

beginning to realize how worldwide this 

gem trade was. I couldn't believe that I 

had never known anything about it before 

moving out West.  

 

 
The Gem Room Thailand 

 

The next two things that happened 

probably had the biggest impact over my 

future life choices and I'm slightly 

embarrassed to admit that one of them is a 

TV show. I was curious about how these 

beautiful stones that I was seeing at the 

trade shows were taken out of the ground 

and how they were cut into such 

interesting shapes. I started looking online 

to see if there were books or resources 

that would give me the answers I was 
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looking for. During that search, I 

discovered that San Francisco has a club 

called the Gem and Mineral Society. I 

also discovered a TV show called Gem 

Hunt. 

 

 
First Tucson Show 

 

For those that haven't seen it, the 

television show follows a seasoned stone 

buyer, a fashion expert, and a geologist as 

they go from country to country buying 

rough, haggling, going to mines, and 

getting the rough cut into gemstones. That 

program showed me exactly what I 

wanted to see; excitement, adventure, and 

really wild things. The show got my inner 

wheels turning and has been a source of 

inspiration to this day. I discovered 

several other gem hunting shows that year 

that further increased my thirst for 

gemstone knowledge. My background as 

an artist and musician really enabled me 

to appreciate the old fashioned artisanal 

aspect of the gem trade; the buying and 

selling of rough goods, the process of 

turning the rough into the fine, and then 

the process of selling the refined stones 

and pairing them with precious metals. It 

was an industry that I could really wrap 

my brain around and I wanted in. I just 

wasn't quite sure how to do it yet. 

 

As 2013 was ending, we were starting to 

talk about going to Tucson again. I knew I 

wanted to learn how to cut stones and I 

remembered that I had previously found 

the website for the San Francisco Gem 

and Mineral Society. I started looking at 

that again thinking about the membership 

process. My girlfriend and I were able to 

become members in January. At that time, 

it felt like a scramble to acquire 

knowledge. I had one month to learn the 

foundations of cabbing before we left for 

our second pilgrimage to Tucson. I 

wanted to buy stones to cut but I needed 

to understand the cutting process so I 

would know what to look for. Everything 

was still very foreign to me then. Even 

though I had been going to gem shows 

and buying stones for a year, there was so 

much to learn and everything looks so 

different in big boxes on long tables in the 

hot Tucson sun. In the end, it all worked 

out. We joined the club, I learned to cut, I 

spent a huge amount of money in Tucson 

and came back to spend all my free time 

visiting the gem club, befriending its 

many members, and cutting all the rough 

stones I got. 
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The Gem Club 

 

I went on several mining trips during this 

time period. My understanding of how 

stones come out of the ground and how to 

find them was growing and I really 

enjoyed cutting and polishing stones that I 

had sourced myself. I still wanted to learn 

more and I started thinking about formal 

training. I looked at several gemology 

schools in the US and in Thailand and 

decided they were just too expensive. I 

also considered a proper geology degree 

from San Francisco State, but I wasn't 

sure if I was ready to commit to four 

years of higher education in my current 

life. I had been itching to return to school 

for a few years and I really liked the idea 

of pursuing my new passion through 

higher education, but I just wasn't sure if 

it was the best idea. Also, it's expensive 

and I wasn't ready to commit to 

something so expensive. I put my gem 

school dream on hold for a year because 

another part of my life was also getting 

serious and I decided to dedicate 2015 to 

saving money for an extended research 

trip to the UK so that I could write a book 

about the landscapes of the Arthurian 

Legends. I successfully raised those funds 

and went on that trip and now my book is 

about to be finished, so I have returned to 

my original gem school dream plan. 

 

 
Mining for Gems 

 

After six months abroad, collecting 

stories and stones from sacred sites, I 

returned to San Francisco to figure out 

what I would do with the rest of my life. I 

had just had my 32nd birthday and the 

yearning to return to some kind of 

educational program and change my 

career path was stronger than ever. I had 

been working as a bike messenger for 11 

years and I was looking for something 

new to occupy my life. Luckily, the 

stones immediately took my attention 

again. I had been on a waiting list for a 

faceting class at the San Francisco Gem 
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and Mineral Society for almost two years, 

and suddenly my name had come to the 

top of the list. Ever since I joined the club 

and learned how to cut cabochons, I knew 

what I really wanted to do was learn to 

facet. I started the class and immediately 

loved it. I loved the mathematical and 

geometrical aspects. I enjoyed working on 

the Ultratec. I enjoyed how much more 

impressive the finished stone looks 

compared to a cabochon. After only two 

classes, I bought my own machine. All I 

needed was confirmation that I was going 

to be able to enjoy figuring this technique 

out and I was ready. I started scouring 

ebay and craigslist and talked to a few 

people along the way and by Christmas, I 

had my own vintage Ultratec V2. 

 

I decided that since I had successfully 

dedicated 2015 to my Arthurian quest and 

book, then I could successfully dedicate 

2016 to increasing my knowledge and 

skill with gemstones. The time had come 

and I was ready to commit. I was going to 

go to GIA and get a Graduate Gemologist 

degree. The price of on-campus education 

in the U.S. was too high for me to be able 

to afford so I started a long period of 

research and brainstorming to figure out a 

plan that would work with my budget and 

also offer me some excitement in it's 

location. Eventually, I figured out that I 

could return to the UK to do half the GG 

program online and then do the other half 

in Bangkok. I decided that I could also 

take my faceting machine to the UK with 

me so that while my brain is getting full 

of gemology information, my hands and 

eyes can continue towards mastering the 

art of faceting. 

 

 
Tucson Spoils 

 

 

I started an intensive three-job work 

schedule and I figured out every single 

credit card rewards points trick to help me 

on my way. Between free rewards flight, 

cheap rent in Scotland and Bangkok, and 

putting all my possessions into storage, I 

have got the whole plan figured out and 

everything is in the works. I'm working 

10-12 hours a day, 6 days a week until 

June 1st, while also attempting to cut 

stones for an hour or two at night. Starting 

June 1, I will not work until 2017. My 

days will be spent cutting stones on my 

recently acquired Poly Metric Scintillator, 

learning through online GIA classes, and 

exploring the beautiful countryside of 

southern Scotland. In October, I head to 

Bangkok for two months to immerse 

myself in diamond knowledge and to 

make contacts in the international 

gemstone trade. I will get my Graduate 
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Gemology diploma on Christmas Eve, 

and I hope to jump straight into the 

gemology trade. I love to travel so I am 

hoping to find some international work. 

My dream is to use the knowledge I 

acquire from GIA and from my faceting 

experience to be able to travel to exotic 

parts of the world such as Madagascar, 

Thailand, India, Tanzania, and Burma to 

identify, verify, and buy rough gems and 

then bring them back to the States, cut 

them on my faceting machine, and then 

sell them to clients. I know this is a 

difficult dream to achieve but I am 

confident that all the pieces will fall into 

place. My motto for the last year has 

been, “All Dreams Must Come True” and 

so far, everything is falling into place. My 

plane tickets are purchased, my GIA 

deposit is paid, my faceting machine is 

ready to go and I have enough rough 

gems to last me the rest of year. Gems 

rule everything around me and now I am 

also helping to write and edit articles for 

the USFG newsletter. How much 

dreamier can life get? 

 

Justin K Prim 

San Francisco, CA 

April 10, 2016 
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This is a new newsletter section with links 

to supplemental articles. This allows us to 

be more informative by providing you 

with additional content, while keeping our 

newsletter concise.  

 

Master Diamond Cutter Mike Botha 

Takes On Esperanza 

https://www.gemsociety.org/article/maste

r-diamond-cutter-mike-botha-takes-

esperanza/ 

 

The Origin of Montana’s Alluvial 

Sapphires 

http://www.gia.edu/gems-

gemology/winter-2015-alluvial-sapphires-

montana-inclusions-geochemistry-

indications-metasomatic-origin 

 

Cutting the ‘Imperial Flame’ Topaz 

http://www.gia.edu/gia-news-

research/cutting-imperial-flame-topaz 

 

Gemfields Sees Q3 Emerald Production 

Slide 28% 

http://www.nationaljeweler.com/diamond

s-gems/pricing/4216-gemfields-sees-q3-

emerald-production-slide-23 

 

Of Beryllium and Beefsteak 

https://gemguide.com/wp-

content/pdf/BerylliumandBeefsteak.pdf 

 

 

  

https://www.gemsociety.org/article/master-diamond-cutter-mike-botha-takes-esperanza/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/master-diamond-cutter-mike-botha-takes-esperanza/
https://www.gemsociety.org/article/master-diamond-cutter-mike-botha-takes-esperanza/
http://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/winter-2015-alluvial-sapphires-montana-inclusions-geochemistry-indications-metasomatic-origin
http://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/winter-2015-alluvial-sapphires-montana-inclusions-geochemistry-indications-metasomatic-origin
http://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/winter-2015-alluvial-sapphires-montana-inclusions-geochemistry-indications-metasomatic-origin
http://www.gia.edu/gems-gemology/winter-2015-alluvial-sapphires-montana-inclusions-geochemistry-indications-metasomatic-origin
http://www.gia.edu/gia-news-research/cutting-imperial-flame-topaz
http://www.gia.edu/gia-news-research/cutting-imperial-flame-topaz
http://www.nationaljeweler.com/diamonds-gems/pricing/4216-gemfields-sees-q3-emerald-production-slide-23
http://www.nationaljeweler.com/diamonds-gems/pricing/4216-gemfields-sees-q3-emerald-production-slide-23
http://www.nationaljeweler.com/diamonds-gems/pricing/4216-gemfields-sees-q3-emerald-production-slide-23
https://gemguide.com/wp-content/pdf/BerylliumandBeefsteak.pdf
https://gemguide.com/wp-content/pdf/BerylliumandBeefsteak.pdf
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Mark Oros 
 
When I first started reading Glenn Klein’s 

new book, “Evolution of Faceting 

Machines,” a quote by James Baldwin 

came to mind, “Know from whence you 

came. If you know whence you came, 

there are absolutely no limitations to 

where you can go.” This is what Mr. 

Klein does for us in his new book, he tells 

us from whence we came and shows us 

where we are and challenges us to push 

our limitations. Mr. Klein takes the time 

to tell us a brief history of faceting before 

he tells us the tale of the development of 

the faceting machine. However, he does 

more than tell us a story, he shows us the 

progression of the main tools of our craft 

with an amazing 184 pictures.  

 

Like Mr. Klein himself, this book is an 

excellent example of faceting history. I 

would recommend this book to all 

faceting fanatics and this is also a perfect 

selection for a faceting and lapidary club 

library. He has been gracious enough to 

allow me to print the introduction to his 

book. You can find this book and other 

books by Glenn Klein at 

http://www.glennklein.com. Enjoy! 

 

 

EVOLUTION OF FACETING 

MACHINES 

 

By Glenn Klein, G.G. 

  

 

Introduction: 

A faceted gemstone is one upon which the 

outside surface is covered with flat 

polished planes, so that reflections of light 

from these surfaces and from the interior 

of the transparent gem material provide 

many twinkling patches of light. The 

flashing light appears and disappears with 

the slightest movement of the gemstone. 

The amount of brilliancy that is seen is 

dependent upon the optical properties of 

the gemstone itself and the way in which 

the facets have been placed. Perfectly 

clear gem material can be fashioned into 

lively sparkling gems by the skilled 

cutter, or conversely, can be made into 

dull and lifeless stones if the optical 

properties which make brilliancy possible 

are ignored. When the cutting of a 

gemstone is being described, what is 

meant is that a series of progressively 

finer abrasives are used to create facets. A 

stage using a coarse abrasive is followed 

by other cutting stages that use finer and 

finer abrasives, to a point where the 

gemstone does not possess pits or 

scratches that are visible to the naked 

eye. Some very fine scratches do remain, 

but they cannot be seen unless higher and 

higher magnification instruments are 

used. In this book the reader will find 

answers as to how facets were placed on 

gemstones centuries ago, and how 

through the many years of experimenting 

http://www.glennklein.com/
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better equipment has steadily been 

developed, leading up to the outstanding 

present day faceting machines. As you 

will learn, all of this did not happen 

overnight. 

  

No one knows how long ago man 

developed a love for gems. There are 

many references to gemstones in the 

Bible: however, many times it is not clear 

to modern man which gemstone is being 

described. Early on, man discovered 

pebbles and brightly colored mineral 

fragments in fields and stream beds, on 

high mountains and also in dry 

deserts. Every civilization unearthed by 

archeologist’s shows that its members 

prized certain colorful minerals for 

personal ornamentation. Gemstones are 

one of man’s most treasured objects. They 

have been valued throughout history, by 

all societies, and in all areas of the 

world. However, for centuries the art of 

faceting colored gemstones has been a 

mystery. India is credited with the first 

work of this kind, meaning the polishing 

of already flat surfaces. As time went on, 

those few who were in any way 

successful with their lapidary work did 

not share their knowledge with others. 

Secrets were handed down father to son, 

generation after generation. Any 

information that was leaked usually 

turned out to be false and misleading. 

  

Early facet cutting units were operated by 

hand power. The softer gemstones were 

cut with use of siliceous sandstone 

wheels, or by the use of metal laps 

charged with powdered flint, sand, and 

similar available abrasives. The harder 

gemstones were faceted on metal (lead) 

laps that were charged with some of the 

pulverized gem material. However, facet 

cutting did not advance until the 

discovery and use of emery. Emery 

(powdered corundum) was very 

expensive because there were few known 

sources of it. However, cutting with metal 

charged laps still called for slow and 

tedious work to accomplish satisfactory 

results.  

  

Before 1930, anyone interested in gem 

cutting would have been hard pressed to 

find satisfactory machinery, abrasive, or 

instruction books about the art of 

faceting. In the United States there were 

only a few thousand amateur lapidaries 

using opaque gem material, as they cut 

oval shaped and rounded-top cabochons, 

or when they used transparent gem 

materials upon which they placed flat 

facets. Those flat facet cutters found that 

light was reflected from the flat surfaces, 

and the light which entered the material 

was bent (refracted) and then reflected 

from the bottom facets of the stone, to be 

returned to the cutters eyes again. Most of 

these amateur lapidaries lived in the USA 

or Canada, and practically none were 

living elsewhere in the world.  

  

There was only one popular magazine 

available. “ROCK AND MINERALS” 

was founded in 1926 to serve the amateur 

gem cutters. Before 1933 the textbooks 

that were available on gemology 

contained very little information 

pertaining to the modern methods used in 
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the art of gem cutting. The desired 

information was all thought of as being 

trade secrets. Few professional gem 

cutters could be persuaded to put their 

knowledge and methods into print. As 

more and more people became interested 

in lapidary, particularly people in the 

western part of the United States, a few 

new publications were created. In 1933 

“The Mineralogist Magazine” proved to 

be popular with lapidaries. In 1937 the 

small “Mineral Notes and News” was 

created, which later in 1951 became a 

magazine. In 1953 the magazine became 

the “Gems and Minerals” magazine. After 

World War II the magazine “Lapidary 

Journal” was first published in 1947. This 

magazine was a fine magazine that 

covered gem cutting, jewelry making, and 

other related subjects. Recently Lapidary 

Journal’s name changed to “Jewelry 

Artist.” 

  

World War II had slowed growth of the 

hobby because of restrictions that were 

placed on materials necessary to 

manufacture military equipment. Citizens 

saved and donated everything necessary 

for use in the World War II “War 

Effort.” New merchandise for civilian use 

was simply not obtainable. By the late 

1940’s the conditions were much 

different. Amateur cutters were inventing 

special machines and lapidary procedures 

to serve their goals. These cutters 

discovered more lapidary secrets than had 

been discovered in all previous years of 

history. By 1950 it had been estimated 

that there were three million people who 

cut gemstones worldwide, and the list was 

rapidly growing.  

  

The finest and most expensive gem 

materials are usually cut as faceted 

stones. Meant here are transparent gems 

with a series of carefully placed flat 

polished and reflecting surfaces. Keep in 

mind that the correct angles to use for 

placement of facets differ for each species 

of gem material, depending upon the 

refractive index of the mineral. When 

faceted correctly the gemstones are truly 

beautiful, but when the rules of light are 

ignored the gems become dull 

uninteresting “rocks.” What is 

surprisingly a fact is that the equipment 

necessary for high quality faceting has 

only come about in relatively recent 

years…mostly since the end of World 

War II. Before that time and continuing 

even in third world countries today, basic 

equipment continues to be used just as it 

has been used for many centuries. In this 

book the author hopes the reader will find 

it to be very interesting to learn how 

much and how fast lapidary equipment 

improvements have been made---but only 

in relatively recent years.  

  

The amateur lapidaries, hobbyists, and 

commercial cutters of today facet all of 

the many different gem minerals that are 

available, such as Rubies, Sapphires, 

Emeralds, Aquamarine, and many 

more. The equipment that is necessary to 

facet diamonds is far beyond an amateurs 

reach. Costs would be prohibitive. The art 

of cutting flat smooth surfaces in a 

pleasing symmetrical pattern on diamond, 

the hardest of all minerals, has generally 
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been credited to Louis de Berquem, of 

Bruges Belgium. He developed a system 

of placing flat facets in an orderly manner 

so that there was a very large gain in the 

reflection of light. His discovery was 

made during the latter part of the fifteenth 

century (1456 to 1476), just a few years 

before Christopher Columbus set out on 

his voyage to discover America.  

  

Because of the extreme difficulty when 

working with diamond, it is now believed 

that facet cut designs using the much 

softer colored stones were used first in 

experiments. However it took two 

centuries (until 1700) before a Venetian 

named Vincent Peruzzi discovered the 

Brilliant Cut design that was introduced 

for diamond. This very efficient 58 facet 

Brilliant cut design has been extensively 

used ever since, mostly for diamonds 

since it brings out the remarkable fire and 

brilliancy of that gem, but it is also often 

used with all of the other colored stone 

minerals. So it is Peruzzi who seems to 

warrant the honor of discovering the 

principle of modifying the back of a 

gemstone to bring out the most fire and 

brilliance.  

  

The author wishes to emphasize that 

when dealing with light, brilliance 

depends jointly on refraction (bending) 

and repeated internal reflection of 

light. The light rays are controlled on the 

surface of a gem and especially inside the 

gem by the use of correct facet angles for 

that material. Light is controlled or lost. 

The clearer the material, the more fire and 

brilliance the stone will 

exhibit. Inclusions can alter color as well 

as downgrade the value of faceted 

gemstones, so gemstone rough that is 

mostly free of inclusions is desired. The 

cutting design that is being followed is 

usually chosen for a particular reason. In 

cutting emeralds, aquamarines, and 

rubies, color is more important than 

maximum brilliance, so deeper 

rectangular or square shaped cuts are 

usually used to advantage. With clear 

diamond, zircon, and topaz though, a 

round brilliant style cut with many facets 

would be called for to gain maximum fire 

and brilliance. 

  

To be named a gemstone, the stone must 

have several qualities, even though few 

gemstones possess them all. A gemstone 

must be durable, pretty, and very rare. Of 

the colored gemstones, Emerald is 

durable, very pretty, and is quite rare. It 

does possess all three qualities. It is rated 

along with Ruby as being above diamond 

in dollar value. However, Emerald is the 

most valuable gemstone of all.  

 

Glenn Klein, G.G. 

  

NEW EDITIONS of the author's four 

books can ONLY be ordered from his 

website: http://www.glennklein.com   

 

1. "FACETING ARTICLES DESIGNS & 

PICTURES" 

2. "FACETING HISTORY" 

3. "EVOLUTION OF FACETING 

MACHINES" 

4. "LUCK & TIMING" 

http://www.glennklein.com/
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Huan Toh 

Faceting can be an expensive hobby with 

mid-range index mast machines selling 

for USD2500, and additional costs for a 

wide array of accessories. Such costs 

serve as a barrier to entry for many, and it 

may be one of the factors limiting the 

growth of the hobby in the past decade. 

Circumstantial evidence garnered from 

You Tube suggests that the lapidary arts 

have a sizable following. If a larger 

lapidary arts population is essential for 

sustaining our hobbies, as we know it, 

then might the USFG (United States 

Faceters Guild) and equipment sellers 

reach out to the lower budget hobbyists? 

A larger population of cutters increases 

the chance of a serendipitous rise in new 

talent. Not just for international cutting 

competitions, but also deeper and broader 

sets of innovations for the faceting 

ecosystem. This discussion explores the 

number of YouTube views for low cost 

faceting, which greatly outnumbered titles 

teaching faceting videos. Online 

comments for budget faceting videos, the 

challenging economic prospects for the 

Millennials, and the growing trend for 

automated faceting machines forms the 

rationale for the development of a 

profitable $1,000 faceting machine. 

For the purpose of this discussion, issues 

of generational change and the onset of 

the automated faceting ecosystem shall be 

addressed in an upcoming article, 

“Marketing to Millennials”. The central 

assumption of this paper is that a positive 

circular relationship between a large 

critical mass of the lapidary population is 

vital to the health of equipment suppliers 

and vice versa. Profitable companies fund 

R&D and develop innovative products 

and capabilities for commercial and 

hobby cutters alike.  

There is scant public data on the historical 

numbers of faceters, cabbers, and gem 

carvers in America. However, recent 

efforts to attract younger people suggest 

some concern about the absolute number 

of hobbyists in our craft. Lapidary arts as 

a group, does not rank in the top 50 

hobbies in America.1 Lapidary arts is also 

absent from the main categories of 

Leisure Business Market Research 

Handbook 2015-2016. It is likely that all 

forms of gemstone cutting fall under the 

heading of “crafts” which account for 3 

percent2 of a $30 billion dollar industry.3 

Correspondingly, the lapidary craft is not 

amongst the most expensive hobbies in 

America either.4 Equipment sellers would 

certainly have more tangible numbers to 

gauge the size and overall health of the 

lapidary market based on their historical 

sales figures.  

From its simple roots, affluent hobbyists 
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demand premium products that are 

convenient, easy and clean to use. A small 

cohort may even expect products on 

demand through efficient mail or courier 

delivery. A list of cost saving substitute 

accessories is included in Appendix A, 

and Appendix B, which outlines the 

estimated cost of a Thai gem cutting 

machine. 

CLOSE SYMBIOTIC 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

CUTTERS AND EQUIPMENT 

SELLERS 

For the most part, members of the USFG 

are conscious of, and sympathetic to, the 

symbiotic relationship between 

themselves and equipment suppliers. 

Faceters often have good personal rapport 

with equipment suppliers through faceting 

events, and online interactions. 

Unfortunately, market and product 

saturation, combined with the proud 

efficacy of high quality products built to 

last, pose a real challenge for equipment 

suppliers. Companies capitalizing on 

planned obsolescence would likely not 

fare well. Although small and nimble 

manufacturers, through their great 

customer care and close rapport with 

faceters, can cater swiftly to their 

clientele's needs, each incremental sale 

may require an increasingly 

disproportional amount of resources and 

effort. Once faceters reach accessory 

saturation, sales slow until damaged or 

worn parts are repaired or replaced.  

Even as new products such as concave 

cutting machines come to market, it takes 

time for existing faceters to switch over to 

the new equipment, or draw new people 

to concave faceting. A steep learning 

curve for the new techniques, competition 

from habitual conventional faceting, the 

reluctance to forego investment in 

faceting accessories built up over the 

years might be contributing factors. 

Arguably, the expansion of concave 

cutting creates additional choices and 

further dilutes the small hobby population 

from faceting, cabbing and carving; 

making economies of scale in one product 

line more difficult to achieve for dealers 

and manufacturers alike. Developing an 

export market is one possible strategy, 

and it too comes with a steep learning 

curve and its own sets of challenges. 

PERCEIVED HIGH COST AS A 

BARRIER TO ENTRY: LESSONS 

FROM COMMERCIAL CUTTERS 

Many YouTube viewers focus on the 

improvised, or low budget approach to the 

lapidary arts. While it may be critical to 

harvest the low hanging fruit by 

converting affluent Faceting Frolic 

participants into cutters, the larger group 

of cash strapped lapidaries are a sizable 

group, albeit a challenging one. 

Comments posted on the video entitled, 

Home Made Lapidary Tools6 shower 

accolades for improvising lapidary tools 

at very low cost, bestowing “MacGyver” 

status to the creator “Gotrocksinhead”. 

Imagine teaching MacGyver to cut 

conventionally, and getting him to repeat 
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it the same way more than once! If you 

could get him to stop scavenging for free 

material, and have MacGyver tinker with 

purchased faceting accessories instead, he 

would be a great customer! 

 

Chart 1- YouTube views for low cost 

faceting. 

 

YouTube Video Title Date Uploaded Views  

 12:24 pm 12 May 2016 

How to Cut, Grind, and 

Polish Stones Easy to 

Understand 

Nov 19, 2011 222,953 

Nova Opal Cutting 

Process for lapidary 
Nov 16, 2010 180,729 

The World's Most 

Inexpensive Faceting 

Machine 

July 31, 2008 152,172 

Faceting Gemstones 

Rocks to Real Money 

Cutting Gemstones to 

Jewelry Making 

Dec 14, 2012 
126,160 

 

Homemade Flat Lap: 

Part 2 Cheap, easy and 

effective 

Sept 2, 2013  77,009 

Steps in Lapidary 

Process. - English 

Subtitles. Bogota, 

Columbia 

Mar 6, 2013 51,907 

Home Made Lapidary 

Tools  
Mar 19, 2013 50,775 

 

Source: YouTube. Initial search term was low cost faceting, and the landing page changed 

with additional topics viewed on YouTube. 

 

Others lament about the high cost of the 

hobby when considering commercially 

produced machines. It is important to 

acknowledge that viewers are not only 

potential or existing lapidaries, but they 

may also have overlapping hobbies like 

have machine/work shop. 
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Line Cutting in Japan 

EXPANDING THE DOMESTIC 

FACETING MARKET 

One of the hallmarks of our forum culture 

is the quest for ever finer and more 

accurate polish and meets. This is partly 

due to the competition culture, and thus 

the promotion of premium and even top 

of the line products. These come at a cost 

but faceters pursue the expense for 

perfection. The USFG can help change 

that perception in two ways. 

Firstly, by raising awareness of affordable 

accessories and designing simple faceting 

solutions that yield a combination of ease 

of learning, low cost, accuracy, and 

optimal polishes. Commercial cutting 

techniques offer examples of such 

simplicity. The following YouTube 

videos featuring Thai and Columbian 

cutting videos offer useful guides. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4Cg

AsRzkxc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5jtw

Ib7n00  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4CgAsRzkxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4CgAsRzkxc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5jtwIb7n00%20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y5jtwIb7n00%20
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Pictures of topaz polished on Thai machine, with a jamb peg adaptor, using copper and 

likely 50k diamond paste 
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Bird's eye view of Thai cutting machine 

 

 

Japanese Te-zuri, translates to hand 

cutting, essentially free hand cutting, 

requires a plastic or old wooden tub, an 

iron lap, water, carborundum powder and 

a simple motor. For floor-mounted 

machines, a motor is placed beneath the 

wooden floorboards. A variation of this 

is, Reinzuri, or line cutting. This 

technique requires wax, a heating plate 

and square brass or metal rods to 

sandwich a row of sawed stones to be cut 

in unison. Up to 20-30 smaller stones can 

be cut at once. Obviously, simpler tools 

require more talent and more training. 

 

 
Picture of Japanese free hand carborundum & wooden bucket 
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Railing/Pipe Dop Holder 

Picture of stones ready for cutting 
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Additionally, used faceting machines 

available at estate and garage sales, or 

inherited from others, often come bundled 

with old laps. While many shun older laps 

for their obsolescence, particularly lead 

ones, they are a treasure trove waiting to 

be discovered. Commercial cutters often 

resurface their own laps to save time and 

maintain quality control over their 

equipment. While less than ideal for 

beginners, manually resurfacing laps can 

add a new lease of life to them. This is 

especially true for laps are that are 

deemed too thin for CNC machines. 

Copper laps are popular amongst cutting 

factories for their fast aggressive finish 

and greater durability. A do it yourself lap 

resurfacing technique is described in an 

upcoming article on resurfacing laps. 

Money saved by reconditioning old 

polishing laps can be invested in 

equipment upgrades, software, other 

accessories, and even sintered cutting laps 

that are often considered a luxury. 

THE USD 1,000 FACETING 

MACHINE CHALLENGE 

Secondly, the more challenging task is to 

encourage equipment manufacturers to 

develop a reliable, accurate, low cost 

faceting machine, which incorporates 

scalable features. Design should consider 

additional power and wiring needs for 

computer controlled features and 

electronic components like fast scanners. 

Imahashi of Japan uses this business 

model for their faceting machines. Their 

entry-level machine lists for $1,222.22 

(JPY 132,000 /1.08 exchange rate, as of 

14 May 2016) and the advanced variable 

speed model sells for $3,130 

(JPY338000). The table with a height 

adjustment for the handset can be 

purchased separately, similarly with 

additional index handsets. The handsets 

are bundled with accessories like laps, 

diamond powder, dops and possibly other 

items for $1,117. 

To help defray the relatively high up front 

cost, financing should be considered for 

faceting machines. Computers are 

similarly priced and they can be 

purchased on two-year installment plans. 

Smaller accessory suppliers can work 

with faceting machine manufacturers to 

bundle products together, enabling 

smaller companies to benefit from the 

credit system. This would bypass the need 

to establish independent financing 

schemes, which would be difficult for 

smaller companies selling cheaper items. 

Design foresight can add years to the life 

of the hardware. Using the iPhone 

analogy, future faceting machines can 

capitalize on numerous potential Apps 

and hardware planners can draw 

inspiration from the firearms industry. A 

classic example is the Stoner AR-15 rifle 

design, which has undergone countless 

refinements since the late 1950s.8 Even 

Vietnam era versions incorporated a 

screw hole for scopes and night sights to 

be added to the carrying handle. Adding a 

hole is in the frame during manufacturing 

is inexpensive, but required a degree of 
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foresight. Simple replaceable hand guards 

enable new guards or railings to 

accommodate accessories like new sights, 

lasers, grips, flashlights and even a 

grenade launcher to be added make it a 

weapon system. 

Experienced faceters working with design 

engineers can identify the absolute bare 

essentials for an upgradable entry-level 

faceting machine. A motor, a heavy base, 

a switch and some form of indexed 

feature, whether a mast or a handset, and 

a drip tank. Essentially, it is a robust, 

reliable faceting machine that can 

accommodate add-on components. 

Cheaper and upgradable index mast 

systems may offer ways to mitigate initial 

costs but faceters could change parts 

when more sophisticated cutting is 

desired. Add on features for concave 

cutting might also be explored. 

Planners may wish to consider plug and 

play technology of tomorrow. Docks for 

iPhones, iPads or Android phones are 

examples of today's computing platforms. 

Scanners, motherboards, computer links 

like USB, communication and download 

ports, Bluetooth or Wi-Fi equivalents of 

the future. These are likely to change 

within the decade. Naturally, affordable, 

preferably proven off the shelf technology 

and components are preferable. A simple 

stable, and secure operating system that 

allows plug and play features, including 

simple App integration would benefit 

third party software developers. If 

successful, these machines could find a 

niche in overseas cutting factories as well. 

The $1000 Faceting Machine Challenge is 

by no means radical. “Buy - or build - a 

computer for less than $100”9 and “A US 

$100 gaming PC Project”10 are examples 

of cost reduction initiatives. Numerous 

gem-cutting factories are able to deliver 

reasonably accurate meets and quality 

polishes on their simpler machines, albeit 

more training and talent are required. 

Jamb Peg attachments and indexed 

handset afford greater accuracy and 

repeatability. Appendix B outlines the 

estimated cost of a Thai faceting machine. 

A low cost initiative may not turn out as 

envisioned. For example, TATA's 

USD1000 car project has edged up in 

price and changed its focus from first time 

rural car buyers, to the middle class youth 

with more disposable income.11 It is a 

matter of evolving with the market. 

Paradoxically, simplifying our hobby or 

lowering costs can undermine equipment 

suppliers' bottom line and their business 

viability. Thus we find ourselves in a 

“chicken or the egg” situation. How can 

one expect equipment suppliers to forego 

current revenue streams and pursue more 

risky and potentially capital intensive 

investments? Hence, it is also important 

to explore new revenue streams and 

businesses to support the needs and wants 

of our cohort. Such new ideas must be 

monetized into tangible results for 

equipment suppliers to overcome short-

term vested interests and focus on long-

term gains. Can we envision a time when 

more people buy entry-level machines 

and never need significant upgrades? 
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Even under this scenario manufacturers 

and sellers would already have a larger 

faceting base to support their businesses.  

 

Anti-virus, DiskWarrior-like root 

directory drive repair, and security 

software to safeguard against hacking are 

part and parcel of the computer age. 

When systems crash, technical support 

might prove a lucrative revenue stream. 

Ideally, if all the automated faceting 

manufacturers agreed on a common 

operating system, they would overcome 

developing independent open source 

systems, and achieve common system. 

This makes software upgrades viable, 

profitable and improvement by third party 

programs. Adopting an operating system 

of the most common mobile device of that 

time would enable faceters, gem 

designers, and jewelry designers to be on 

a uniform platform. This could open gem 

design to anyone with the equivalent of 

today's smart device. 

 

Presently, new businesses may consider 

paid phone or video help, akin to 

computer support calls can offer new 

revenue streams. Selling detailed faceting 

videos in conjunction with YouTube 

videos can offer additional income 

streams. With future automation, hobby 

faceters may order doped stones from 

faceting equipment dealers and hobbyists 

only need to insert the dop and program 

the cutting machine. No wax, no mess, no 

flame, no burnt fingers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Millennials have their financial and 

employment challenges in the age of 

automation. The proposed US $1000 

Faceting Challenge is a tall order but 

serves dual purposes. It is intended to 

address the budget conscious faceter and 

serve as the platform for future automated 

faceting machines. Technically, off the 

shelf components and operating systems 

can be integrated without too much 

difficulty. The greater challenge is to 

overcome anxiety over business risks, 

before viable new revenue streams are 

proven. Timing will also be crucial. A 

cheaper faceting machine, even with 

higher profit margins, may cannibalize 

some revenue from more expensive 

models. Admittedly developing cheaper, 

though not necessarily inferior, products 

may put manufacturers in competition 

with low cost imported stand-alone 

equipment. The iPod beat out cheaper 

MP3 players developed overseas; proving 

that a well designed software can prevail. 

The critical difference will be the quality 

of software, such as with intuitive, 

expandable architecture and plug and play 

integration with a dynamic faceting 

ecosystem. Exploring this strategy is 

potentially a high risk, high investment, 

and low return scenario; whether fortune 

favors the bold remains to be seen. If the 

current period of slow growth is more 

than ephemeral, waiting and hoping for 
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the return of golden age of prosperity will 

take time. Educating the public about the 

simplicity and affordability of faceting as 

a hobby is a crucial tangible step. 

 

 

 
Credit Card, Plastic, Door Seal Diamond Applicators 

 

 
Dish rack lap holder - Dollar Store 
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Thai hand cranked preformer 
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APPENDIX A

ESTIMATED COST OF A THAI GEM CUTTING MACHINE

ITEM THAI BAHT USD

35.26 To $1 12-May-16

¼ or 1/2 HP cutting machine (4 Speed) 20,000.00 567.21

10” Steel & Copper lap approximately 3/4” 7,000.00 198.53

Diamond bort & handle 1,500.00 42.54

Diamond powder 20 carats (friable) 180 5.1

Alcohol lamp 150 4.25

Dops sticks (dozen) 100 2.84

Dop holder (wooden clamp) 1,000.00 28.36

Toilet paper

Wax (Green or Brown) 20 0.57

Alcohol 100 2.84

Light & bulb 500 14.18

Cutter's loupe 500 14.18

Stool 350 9.93

Dish for diamond paste 3 50 1.42

Diamond applicator - cigarette butt

Coconut oil – 1 liter 500 14.18

Weighing scale 250 7.09

SubTotal 32,200.00 913.22

Accessories

Hand crank pre-former 600 grit diamond wheel 2,500.00 70.9

Sponge & plastic container 50 1.42

Saw on wooden frame 900 rpm wafer thin blades 3,500.00 99.26

Total 38,250.00 1,084.80

Optional Accessories

Jamb Peg Plate 2000 56.72

Indexed Hand Piece 3500 99.26
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Richard Edward Romack, "Ed", 93, of 

Idaho Falls and Hailey, Idaho, died on 

Monday May 2, 2016. Ed was preceded in 

death by his first wife and mother of his 

children, Anne Elizabeth Browning 

Romack, and his second wife Jean Vance 

Carpenter Romack, and his brother 

Robert.  

Ed was born in Wausau, Wisconsin as 

were his parents Richard Wesley Romack 

and Martha Styza Romack. During his 

childhood, his family moved to St. Louis 

and Columbia, Missouri where his father 

worked for the IRS.  

Ed served in the Army Air Corps as a 

navigator in the Pacific during World War 

II. Upon his return he completed college

at the University of Missouri. He met his

first wife Anne there and they married on

September 10, 1946. He worked for his

father as a certified public accountant in

Columbia and after several years they

moved to Anne's hometown of Idaho

Falls. He was an active member of the

Elks and Exchange Clubs and local, 

regional and national gem clubs in which 

he held multiple positions including 

President at all levels.  

He became interested in rocks and gems 

while taking his children on hikes in the 

mountains of Idaho. He found his life's 

passion in cutting colored gemstones of 

all sizes, most especially 'giant 

gemstones'. With a group of men who 

also loved faceting, the 'Dare Devil 

Faceters', he faceted many giant 

gemstones that reside in famous 

museums, including the Smithsonian 

Museum of Natural History and 

Gemological Institute of America. He was 

a Master Faceter and judged gemstone 

cutting in both the U.S. and Australia. He 

was very generous with his gemstones, 

giving them to loved ones and friends on 

many occasions. See more at: 

http://obits.dignitymemorial.com/dignity-

memorial/obituary.aspx?n=Richard-

Romack&lc=6735&pid=179900225&mid

=6918545 

http://obits.dignitymemorial.com/dignity-memorial/obituary.aspx?n=Richard-Romack&lc=6735&pid=179900225&mid=6918545
http://obits.dignitymemorial.com/dignity-memorial/obituary.aspx?n=Richard-Romack&lc=6735&pid=179900225&mid=6918545
http://obits.dignitymemorial.com/dignity-memorial/obituary.aspx?n=Richard-Romack&lc=6735&pid=179900225&mid=6918545
http://obits.dignitymemorial.com/dignity-memorial/obituary.aspx?n=Richard-Romack&lc=6735&pid=179900225&mid=6918545
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Volunteers Wanted 

The USFG prides itself on being a 

volunteer-based organization. At this 

time, we are conducting a search for two 

mission-critical volunteer positions. 

Please let Tom know if you are interested 

in any of these positions by emailing him 

at president@usfacetersguild.org 

Position Title: Volunteer Coordinator 

Objective:  To create a robust team of 

diversely talented individuals that can 

provide volunteer services to the United 

State Faceting Guild in an organized 

manner when required and requested. 

Duties - Creates the volunteer matrix 

(spreadsheet) that is the interface for 

volunteer selection and assignment, takes 

requests from event and project 

coordinators, and assigns volunteer 

resources. Develops a volunteer needs 

list, recruits volunteers, and retains a team 

of volunteers. 

Reporting - Reports to President 

Position Title: Website Manager 

Objective:  To insure that the USFG 

website is managed in a professional 

manner. 

Duties - To update, maintain, and monitor 

the USFG website. Coordinate 

specifications for website future 

development. Lead website Committee. 

Reporting - Reports to President 

USFG Advertising Policies 

The USFG Board is currently discussing, documenting, and voting on new advertising 

polices for the USFG. We look forward to announcing and implementing these polices. 

Please watch for the advertising policy announcement on our website.

Just a reminder 

To enable you to take full advantage of your membership benefits we may occasionally 

need to send special notices regarding proposed changes or other Guild business. Please be 

sure to notify us of any changes to your email address. 

president@usfacetersguild.org
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The USFG Newsletter is a quarterly 

publication of the United States Faceters 

Guild, published in March, June, 

September and December. It is available 

on the USFG website, to all paid 

members of the Guild. Membership dues 

are an incredibly reasonable $18 per year 

(USD) and are payable to the USFG 

Treasurer. 

Please help us grow the organization by 

recommending membership in the USFG 

to fellow faceters. 

Opinions expressed are those of the 

editor, contributing members, or quoted 

authors, and do not necessarily represent 

the United States Faceters Guild or its 

membership. 

The newsletter is for the express purpose 

of sharing information with the members 

and other faceting guilds, and has no 

intent to show preference to, or cause 

damage to, any person, group, product, 

manufacturer or commercial company. 

Newsletter Submissions 

Correspondence concerning the content of 

the newsletter should be sent to the editor. 

Items submitted for publication in the 

newsletter should be sent to the editor as 

well. The e-mail address for the editor is:  

editor@usfacetersguild.org 

We’re always looking for new ideas and 

contributions to the content of the 

newsletter, so if you would like to make a 

suggestion or a submission, please e-mail 

the editor. 

Please try to submit newsletter items no 

later than the 5th of the month preceding 

the quarterly newsletter publication date, 

i.e. February 5, May 5, August 5 and

November 5.

mailto:editor@usfacetersguild.org
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New Members - Go to the USFG website to become a new member 

https://usfacetersguild.org 

Renewing Members - Your membership expiration date and the button to renew your 

membership can be found at the My Account/Subscriptions web page once you login to 

the website. You will receive an email reminding you to renew your membership one 

week before your membership expires. 

Questions about your membership can be sent to: membership@usfacetersguild.org 

https://usfacetersguild.org/
mailto:membership@usfacetersguild.org
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